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1. INTRODUCTION
When a high energy hadron h collides with a massive atomic
nucleus of the mass number A, events occur in which the inci
dent hadron is deflected from its original direction of motion
with an accompaniment of intensive nucleon emission from the
target-nucleus but without particle production: obviously, nuc
lear fragments f can be emerged as well. Usually, in experi
ments not all nucleons are registered simply, it is difficult
to register effectively the neutrons; protons are observed on
ly and the nucleon emission is characterized by characteristics
of its proton component.
We call the kinetic energy E ^ of an incident hadron "high",
if it is larger than the threshold for the pion production. The
term "massive" atomic nucleus we use for nuclei of the mass num
ber A>10. As a measure of the nucleon emission intensity in a
collision event we use the number n N of amitted nucleons N.
or the number n
of emitted protons p. when protons are obser
ved only in the experiment.
The emitted nucleons accompanying the collisions are "fast",
of kinetic energy from about 20 to about 400 MeV, as we conclude
from the energy spectra of the protons observed.
This kind of hadron-nucleus collision events
p

h+A->h+n

N

+f

(1)

could have been discovered when all the secondary pions - elect
rically charged and neutral, other produced various particles,
and the emitted nucleons were registered with an efficiency of
about 100%. In practice, any large-size heavy-liquid bubble
chamber satisfies such particle registration and detection con
ditions. We have discovered such kind of events some years
ago /1,2/ using 180 litre xenon bubble chamber / Л and we have
investigated their various properties ' '*~ '.In pion-xenon nuc
leus collisions at 3.5 GeV/c momentum the events in question
occur in 9.3+0.5% of all collision events.
When the events without particle production were found, the
problem of the asymmetries in nucleon emission intensity angu
lar distributions in hadron-nucleus collisions arose. In fact,
in a sample of events of the type (1) the hadron deflection
plane, in which the incident hadron and cht deflected hadron
straight-line courses lie, is naturally distinct plane among
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Table 1
Distributions N(A^)of the proton emission azimuth angles ф degrees in pion-xenon
nucleus collisions without particle production, at 3.5 GeV/c momentum, with
multiplicities of emitted protons n £,l and n 2 2 and with incident pions deflected
by various angles в„ degrees; angular sectors ^ф are numbered as in fig. lb
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other planes in which incident hadron momentum-vector lies;
we call this plane "horizontal" or "hadron-course-plane" and
denote it by p„ .Then, various nucleon emission angular charac
teristics can be studied experimentally relatively to this ho
rizontal plane P H and relatively to other planes, connected
naturally and uniquely with it, and various differences between
these characteristics can be discovered; the connected planes
we define in the next section. Any asymmetry, if exists, should
reflect and characterize a mechanism of the emission of the
"fast" nucleons in hadron-nucleus collisions; this mechanism
is unknown till now.
The experimental information about the nucleon emission ac
companying the hadron-nucleus collisions, used in this work,
is mainly from experimental studies of the "fast" proton emis
sion in pion-xenon nucleus collisions/*- / of the type (1) per
formed by means of the 180 litre xenon bubble chamber/ / expo
sed to 3.5 GeV/c momentum negatively charged pion beams.
The purpose of this work is to show how asymmetries in nuc
leon emission intensity angular distributions can be studied ex
perimentally and to obtain some first quantitative characteris
tics of the asymmetries.
This paper is arranged as follows: after the introduction, in
section 1, definitions and terminology are formulated, in sec
tion 2; in section 3 appropriate experimental data, reviewed in
a form of tables and histograms, are presented; in section 4 re
sults obtained are given; short discussion and remarks close the
paper.
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2. DEFINITIONS, TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATIONS USED
In considering asymmetries in nucleon emission intensity an
gular distributions, in hadron-nucleus collisions, various spa
tial coordinates of points on particle trajectories are in use.
It is convenient, therefore, to locate in a definite manner any
of the events in a three-dimensional orthogonal coordinate sys
tem.
It is known experimentally' ' that the deflection of a hadron
in its passage through atomic nucleus is predominantly a result
of multiple collisions of the hadron with constituents of this
nucleus and the hadron deflection process develops in space and
time; therefore, it is not a naturally distinct definite deflec
tion point on the hadron trajectory. But, we can define the def
lection point as the point where the straight-line courses of
the hadron before and after the deflection intersect; this point
can be identified with an accuracy high enough in experimental
studies of the hadron-deflection-events as the center of the
"star" where protons forming visible tracks are emitted from, or
6
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Table 2
Dependences of the asymmetries S„i and S,2 in proton
emission intensity angular distributions on the proton
emission azimuth angle ф.. Pion-xenon nucleus collisions
were analysed without particle production but with
various numbers n of emitted protons and with incident
pion deflection angles в „; asymmetries are defined by
formulas (2) and (2'), angles are in degrees
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Table 3
Distributions of the proton emission angle vertical
projection 0*y in pion-xenon nucleus collisions
without particle production, with a number of emitted
protons n ;> 1, in which incident pion is deflected
at an angle $„; at 3.5 GeV/c momentum. Angles are
in degrees, Sy is defined by formula (3)
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Fig.l. The location of a hadrondeflection event in the XYZ coor
dinate system, when asymmetries
-rn. in angular distributions of the
nucleon emission intensities are
studied in hadron-nucleus colli
sions without particle production
and with any number of emitted
nucleons; h - 0 incident hadron
course before the deflection,
- o m ~ e course of the inci
dent hadron after the deflection,
0 - the deflection point, a.Three
naturally distinct planes: р azimuthal plane, p - vertical
plane, P - horizontal plane;
b. Definition of the nucleon emis
sion direction azimuth angle ф ,
the segments I-VIII are of 45 degrees; c. Definition of the
proton emission zenith angle vertical projections 0 "^ ; d.De
finition of the proton emission zenith angle horizontal pro
jection 0
"+" is for the projections on the horizontal semiplane where the deflected pion lies.
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as the point where incident hadron "breaks" - when protons
are not observed.
Let us locate the deflection point at the initial point 0
of the orthogonal system XYZ, fig.l, the course of the incident
hadron h - 0 let us take as the Y axis, the axes X and Z let
be situated as in fig.l. Two planes connected naturally with
the hadron deflection plane Рн can be distinct: the YZ plane
which we call the vertical plane and denote it by P ,and XZ
plane which we call the azimuth plane and denote it by Рд.
For an experimental study of the asymmetry in nucleon emis
sion intensity angular distribution, events of the type (1) in
which emitted nucleons are observed are of an interest only. The
most convenient variables expressing the state of motion of
a nucleon are the energy-momentum four-vector (Epj.Pfjo) where E
is the total energy of the nucleon and P« is its momentum. The
plane in which the momentum P of an emitted nucleon and the
momentum Pj, of the incident hadron lie we call, as usually, the
nucleon emission plane and denote it by P . The angle between
the hadron deflection plane, or the horizontal plane P ,and the
nucleon emission plane P N we call the nucleon emission azimuth
angle and denote it by <£ ;this angle can change from 0 degrees
to 360 degrees, turning left the Рд plane from its "initial"
position - when it covers the PJJ plane.
The angle between the momenjtum PJJ of the emitted nucleon and
the incident hadron momentum P], we call the nucleon emission
angle, and denote it by 0 . The projection of the nucleon emis
sion angle 9 N °n the horizontal plane Рд we denote by 0 . We
use two indices "+" or "-" in order to distinguish the projec
tionsfljjgon the +XY-semiplane and the projection 0 ^ on the
-XY-semiplane, fig.Id. The projection of 0 N on the vertical
plane we denote by вц\ and we use two indices "+" and "-" in
order to distinguish between the projection 6j!j on the + ZYsemiplane and the projection 0^v on the -ZY-semiplane, fig.lc.
The nucleon emission angle projection 0ц\ and в$ц can change
from 0 to 180 degrees, the в$у and 0 ^ can change from 0 to
180 degrees as well. Usually, as it has been remarked above,
events are studied in which protons are observed only; in these
cases the index " p " should be used instead of the index "N".
Three possible asymmetries can be distinguished in nucleon
emission intensity angular distributions in the hadron-nucleus
collision events of the type (1):
i n
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I. The azimuthal asymmetry, which we define as
N
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Table 4
Distributions of the proton emission zenith angle horizontal projection (9 н in pionxenon nucleus collision events at 3.5 GeV/c momentum without particle production,
with a number n_2 1 °f emitted protons, in which incident hadron is deflected
by various angles в„ ; angles are in degrees
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Table 5
Distributions of the proton emission zenith angle horizontal projection 0
in pionxenon nucleus collision events at 3.5 GeV/c momentum without particle production,
with n > 2 protons emitted, and with incident pion deflected by various angles $
angles are in degrees
p H
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where N(<£ + Ьф ) are the numbers of protons within an angular
interval &ф at ф ; it is convenient to use Д<£ -22.5 degrees
at the values of the ф - О, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, 315,
360 degrees.
2. The zenithal asymmetry in the vertical plane Py .or ze
nith vertical asymmetry, which we define as
?
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v

v

(3)
where N(0jjT, &elT ) are numbers of events within the. project ion
interval Л0}П, at a projection angle 0
; it is convenient
to use Д ^ - 2 2 . 5 degrees at 0*^-0, j+22.5, +45, +67.5, +90,
+ П2.5, j+135, j+157.5 degrees.
3. The zenithal asymmetry in the horizontal plane Рц.ог ~
nith horizontal asymmetry, which we define as
v

N V

z e

s

"2—22_ ,

H

(4)

where N ( 0 ^ , Дв^н) are the numbers of nucleons, or protons,
within an angular interval A0NH at a projection angle 0+"" ;
it is convenient to use A 0 N H * 2 2 . 5 degrees at 0 N H - O , +_22.5,
+45, +67.5, ^90, _+112.5, j+135, +.157.5 degrees.
3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
In this section experimental data characterizing asymmetries
(2)-(4) are presented and analysed in a special manner, just
adequately for the proton emission asymmetry quantitative des
cription. The data are obtained in analysing the sample of 876
pion-xenon nucleus collision events, at 3.5 GeV/c momentum, with
out particle production, of the type (1); this sample of events
was already a subject matter in a preliminary experimental study
of the proton emission intensity angular distributions in our
work with T.Pawlak and J.Pluta.
The events of the type (1) were recognized in the scanning;
the scanning efficiency was about 100% when the pion deflection
angle was larger than 2 degrees, in events with n - 0 , and when
this angle was larger than 0 or almost equal to 0, in events
with Dp > l.In any of the events the proton emission zenith
angle e . azimuth angle ф , and the pion deflection angle were
p
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Fig.2. Dependences of the quan
tities Sal and S 'defined by
formulas (2) and (2') describ
ing the proton emission azirauthal asymmetry, on the azi
muth angle 0 • Pion-xenon nuc
leus collisions are used at
3.5 GeV/c momentum in which
particles are not produced and
any number n_ of emitted pro
tons is observed.
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Fig.3. Dependences of the quan
tities S„iand S
, defined
by formulas (2) and (2'), on
the proton emission azimuth
angle ф
in pion-xenon nuc
leus collisions at 3.5 GeV/c
momentum without particle pro
duction and with numbers n of
emitted protons n„ i.1 and
Up £2, i classes of events
with incident pion deflection
angles й ^ 3 0 degrees.
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measured; the accuracy of the proton emission angle is, in ave
rage, 3 degrees, the accuracy of the pion deflection angle is
about 1 degree. The kinetic energy of any of the protons emit
ted was estimated, using range-energy relation ' A with an ave
rage accuracy of about 4%.
Values of tha в^у
and of the 0 ^ were estimated in expe
riment using formulasг
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Fig.4. Dependences of the quan
tities S ] and S . defined by
formulas (2) and (2'), on the
proton emission azimuth angle
Фр' in pion-xenon nucleus col
lisions at 3.5 GeV/c momentum
without particle production, in
classes of events when the in
cident pion is deflected by
various angles 9„ and any num
ber of emitted protons n £ 1
is observed.
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cal zenith asymmetry" in proton
emission, defined by formula (3),
on the proton emission angle
vertical projection dty •
In pion-xenon nucleus collisions
without particle production,
at 3.5 GeV/c momentum,with the
number of emitted protons n.i 1
and with any incident pion def
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deflection angles $„•
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where te/S »P y /Pph
py
. positive- or negative-sign
projections of the proton momentum P on the axis perpendicular
to the hadron deflection plane, Р Д " are the proton momentum P
negative or positive components on the hadron course;
P

p

p

0*Z . arc tg a*~.

(6)

where te a*~= P*~ /P t~ and P _~ are the positive or the negative
components of the proton momentum P_ on the axis perpendicular
to the incident hadron course, lying in the hadron deflection
plane.
The quantities defined in section 2, describing the asymmet
ry, are presented in tables 1-5 and in figs.2-8.
In order to eliminate a possible influence of the kinematical properties of the proton emission in events of the type
i , " p ' p on the proton emission intensity angular distribu
tion in events of the type (1) with n > l.we prepare the expe
rimental characteristics of the proton emission intensity angu
lar distributions for two classes of events of the type (1) se
parately - when n £.1 and when n.^3; fig.3, fig.5 and fig.6.
+

n

+

<lt

+

p

p
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4. RESULTS AND REMARKS
Short review of the data presented above allow us to con
clude that:
1) The azimuth asymmetry defined by formulas (2) and (2')
as S
and S
exists in both the classes of events of the type
(1), when the multiplicity of the emitted protons is n ^land
n £ 2 ; it is shown in tables 2a)-Zc) and in figs.2 and 3.
2) The intensity of the proton emission is maximum at the
azimuth angle ф -180degrees, fig.la and lb, and fig.2 and
fig.3.
3) The zenith asymmetry Sy in angular distribution of the
proton emission intensity, defined by formula (3), does not
exist, fig.5; S y - 1 within ety
angle intervals from 0 to jfl80
degrees, fig.la and lc, and fig.5.
s l

a 2

p

4) The zenithal asymmetry S H . defined by formula (4) .exists
in angular distribution of the proton emission intensity, fig.6
and fip.7. The maximum value of the quantity S H corresponds to
the zei ith angle (9~ --80 degrees, fig. la and Id, and figs.6
and 7.
H

We have presented above the existence of asymmetries in an
gular distributions of the proton emission intensity in special
class of pion-xenon nucleus collisions, of the type (1), at re
latively small momentum of incident pions. It is reasonable to
think that the events of this kind occur and may be observed
when any of hadrons of the kinetic energy higher than the pion
production threshold collides with are atomic nucleus of the mass
number A larget enough. In all such cases the existence of
asymmetries in proton emission intensity angular distributions
will be certainly detected. We do not find an argumentation
that the asymmetry in proton emission intensity angular distri
butions is not a general property of the proton emission process
accompanying the hadron passage through nuclear matter. But, in
hadron-nucleus collisions with many produced particles in the
final state the asymmetries are practically unobservable, if
simple methods of the analysis of the hadron-nucleus collision
process are applied.
In analysing relations between the multiplicity n ц of pro
duced pions and the average multiplicity of emitted protons <n >
and of neutral "stars" observed < n > , i n all-type pion-xenon
nucleus collision events at 3.5 GeV/c momentum, we found that
the shapes of the n „$ -<a „ >and n .t>-<n. > dependences are al
most identical. It fo'rees us to state that the asymmetries dis
covered in the proton emission intensity angular distributions
are proper to the neutron emission as well.
n

n
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